COMPANY OVERVIEW
Enable your people | Realize your vision
Zeevo specializes in the financial services, consumer products, and essential industries. We
provide operations, technology, and strategy consulting services to help our clients improve the
effectiveness of their operations. Zeevo consultants are highly experienced senior professionals,
all of whom have held senior leadership positions in the industries we serve.

OPERATIONS

TECHNOLOGY

CONSULTING

»» Process Optimization

»» Enterprise Architecture

»» Program Management

»» Enterprise Integration

»» Software Development

»» Technology Strategy

»» Risk and Controls

»» Quality Assurance

»» M&A Advisory

ZEEVO’s solutions and expertise are designed to help you address a wide
array of challenges your business faces every day:
»» Solve complex business and information technology challenges
»» Develop a business architecture to help re-engineer internal processes
»» Accomplish objectives to take your organization to the next level
»» Improve integration between your existing systems or leverage new technologies
»» Provide management resources for information technology programs and projects
BUSINESS PROCESS OPTIMIZATION

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Break down silos, remediate resource

Analyze requirements and translate

imbalances, dissipate the “that’s how we’ve

these requirements into robust software

always done it” mindset, and modernize

solutions, using the latest in software

outdated business processes that are eating

development methodologies, e.g., agile,

into your organization’s profit margin.

waterfall.

ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TESTING

Design state-of-the-art integration and

Provide all aspects of testing including

business intelligence (reporting) solutions

integration, functional, systems, end-to-end,

to meet the demands of your users and

regression, stress, usability and end-user

management teams.

acceptance testing.

ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

PROGRAM/PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Develop enterprise architecture (EA)

Assist your team with optimizing projects,

programs focused on solving real business

while taking into account dependencies,

problems, while maintaining strategic

risks, constraints in resource, budget and

focus on organizational alignment and

time, as well as stakeholder expectations.

organizational dynamics and culture.
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